
3.2 - Innovation Ecosystem  

3.2.1 - Institution has created an ecosystem for innovations and has initiatives for creation and 

transfer of knowledge 

 The institution provides an environment thatencouragesdeveloping of Innovative 

practices of engaging with the obtaining and transferring of knowledge.  

 The institution offers necessary supports for Documentation, Publication of Research 

Papers. 

 The institution has a central research laboratory for Science Faculty members for 

individualor / and collaborative research work. 

 The institution provides working environment, mentorship and other supports to the 

faculty members so that they can utilize their full potential as researchers in their 

respective fields. 

 The institution published an ISSN journal (both online and print) named “Tamralipta 

Research Review” to transfer the knowledge and research work output of faculty 

members. 

 Some faculty members of the institution have collaborative research with the institution 

of outside and inside India as manifested by their publications in different journals of 

international repute. 

 PG students of our institute are inducted into research through their pursuit of individual 

project work. They also actively engage in field study thereby learning an important 

aspect of research work. Students also produce research articles that are published in 

various academic journals. The college authority is a constant source of encouragement 

for the faculty members to involve themselves further and deeper in research works. In 

PG courses, guest lectures from different institutions are invited to deliver special 

lectures for PG students. The institute has also organized different webinars during the 

Covid-19 pandemic situation regarding relevant and topical issues. 

 UG students of our institution transfer their knowledge and thinking by publishing their 

article in thedepartmental wall magazine and college magazine. 

 Altogether the Institution has crossed 53 literary achievements with publication in the 

UGC Care List Journals. 

 The institution has a computer laboratory with 57 desktop with high speed network 

facility which helps the faculty members and students to enrich themselves with digital 

knowledge. 

 The Institute follows the path with participations in events on digital platforms (via 

Google Meet), publications in online journals, participations in Webinars/Seminars, 

conducting innovative e-events etc. 
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no.  

Year  Name of the 

workshop/ seminar 

Number of 

Participants 

Date From – To Link to the 

Activity 

report on the 

website 

1 2021 A one day National 

Level Webinar On 

‘Intellectual Property 

Rights (IPR)’ 

Registration : 

108 

Attended: 145 

 

13th November, 

2021 (1:30 pm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


